FEDERAL SERVICE
FOR ENVIRONMENTAL, TECHNOLOGICAL AND NUCLEAR SUPERVISION

PERMIT
No. PPC 00-38511

For use

Equipment (technical device, material):
Liquid ceramic heat-insulating coatings of Korund series as per TU 5760-001-83663241-2008.

OKP Code (TN VED): 57 6800.

Manufacturer (supplier): NPO Fulleren LLC (7, 13th Gvardeyskaya St., Volgograd).

Grounds for issuing the permit: Technical documentation, industrial safety expert review conclusion Neftekhiminformatika LLC No. 08-TY-(HX)0999-2010.

Conditions of use:
1. Ensuring compliance of the coatings to be supplied with the industrial safety regulations of the Russian Federation.
2. Use of the coatings to be supplied at hazardous industrial facilities concerned with handling of explosion/fire hazardous and harmful chemical substances in accordance with the provisions, constraints and requirements of the technical documentation.

This Permit shall be valid till 26.05.2015

Issue date 26.05.2010

Deputy Head B.A. Krasnykh

Seal text: Federal Service for Environmental, Technological and Nuclear Supervision PSRN 1047796607650